Oracle is pulling the support plug on EBS R12.1!
Upgrading to R12.2 requires many architectural and code changes.
The proactive identification of online patching (OLP) incompatibilities is critical to your success of your upgrade since many of these issues cannot be detected by pre-release testing, leading to unexpected complications in your production environment post go-live.

**BENEFITS**

Know all the unknowns
See exactly what to fix and how long it will take to resolve before you start

Change based on your data, not estimations
Optimize correction & testing scope, based on your actual system usage

Go live faster
Cut project time by 50% with automatic scoping and built-in collaboration

Start immediately
Accelerate your upgrade with a ready-to-execute project plan generated in just 48 hours

**ORACLE’S READINESS SCRIPTS ARE FREE, BUT INSUFFICIENT**

- **False Alarms**
  80% of results are false alarms or not actionable

- **Partial Coverage of Risk**
  Only 70% of your true upgrade risk is identified (based on customer data)

- **Mostly Unactionable**
  Results are not user-friendly and do not provide actionable insights into the issues detected
**KEY FEATURES**

**Full Project Plan including all tests and corrections**

Don’t settle for best-practice generic plans. Panaya generates a tailor-made, ready-to-execute, conversion project in less than 48 hours. Optimize your scope with Risk-Based Testing analytics based on your own code and usage.

**Collaborative Fix & Test management workflows**

Review annotations on impacted code snippets, suggested fixes, and tests to validate. Panaya tells your team exactly what to fix, streamlining your project and eliminating go-live errors.

**Real-time customized dashboards**

Gain real-time visibility into your progress and remove bottlenecks with your own customizable KPI dashboard, fully actionable to control each step of your project.

---

Panaya enables organizations to accelerate application change and continuously deliver innovation with its Change Intelligence Platform. Panaya provides cloud-based application delivery and testing solutions that ensure collaboration between Business and IT. Enabling enterprise agility with faster release velocity and uncompromising quality, Panaya delivers an optimized user experience with end-to-end visibility of the application lifecycle. Since 2008, 3,000 companies in 62 countries, including a third of the Fortune 500, have been turning Panaya to deliver quick quality change to enterprise applications.